Horsepower™

Designed by Antenna Design

Knoll Horsepower serves the adaptive office with a place to sit and recharge, a structure for whiteboards and video displays and an efficient technology channel defining individual and group workspaces.

Available April 2016.

Independent Horsepower

Features

+ Cordset Power one or two sides
+ Suspended Metal Shelves or Wood Cabinets
+ KnollExtra Sapper Mounts for video display
+ Saddle
+ Track Shape Counter
+ Existing Upmounted Antenna Screens
+ Sawhorse Desk

Linked Horsepower

Features

+ Modular Power Raceway
+ Suspended Wood shelves
+ Suspended Cabinets
+ Saddle
+ Upmounted Platform Shelves
+ Existing Upmounted Antenna Screens
+ Desk Support
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Dimensions

Independent Horsepower

![Diagram of Independent Horsepower dimensions]

Linked Horsepower

![Diagram of Linked Horsepower dimensions]
Horsepower with Metal Shelf

+ For Independent Horsepower Only
+ 24", 30", 36", 48" Wide
+ 13" Deep for 25" High Horsepower
+ 15" Deep for 28" High Horsepower

Horsepower with Wood Shelf

+ For Independent and Linked Horsepower
+ 24", 30", 36" and 48" Wide for Independent
+ 36", 48", 60", 66" and 72" Wide for Linked
+ 13" Deep for 25" High Horsepower
+ 15" Deep for 28" High Horsepower
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Horsepower with Wood Cabinet

Open front and back cabinets
Open front and enclosed back cabinets
Shared open front and enclosed back cabinets
Overlapping sliding door cabinets
Shared sliding door cabinets

+ For Independent and Linked Horsepower
+ 24", 30", 36" and 48" Wide for Independent
+ 36", 48", 60", 66" and 72" Wide for Linked
+ 13" Deep x 13" High for 25" High Horsepower
+ 15" Deep x 15" High for 28" High Horsepower

Horsepower with Video Display

+ For Independent Horsepower Only

Note: Uplifted components on Independent Horsepower require a lower shelf or cabinet with ballast kit
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Horsepower with Saddle

+ For Independent and Linked Horsepower
+ 24", 30" and 36" Wide

Horsepower with Track Shape Counter

+ For Independent Horsepower Only
+ 33", 39", 45" and 57" Wide
+ 8" Deep

Horsepower with Upmounted Platforms

+ For Linked Horsepower Only
+ 36", 48", 60", 66" and 72" Wide
+ 12" Deep
Dimensions

Horsepower with Upmounted Antenna Screens

+ For Independent and Linked Horsepower
+ 30", 36" and 48" Wide for Independent
+ 36", 48", 60", 66" and 72" Wide for Linked
+ 42" and 49" Horizon when used on 28"H Horsepower

Note: Upmounted components on Independent Horsepower require a lower shelf or cabinet with ballast kit
Dimensions

Sawhorse Desk

- 24", 30" and 36" Wide Independent Horsepower
- 25" High Horsepower
- 54", 60", 66", 72", 78", 84", 90" and 96" Wide Tops
- 30", 36", 42" and 48" Deep Tops
Dimensions

Desk Support

+ For Linked Horsepower Only
+ Supports Antenna Desks and Antenna Simple Tables
+ 28”High Horsepower